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Fig. 3 
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1. 

DUAL DISPLAYPORTABLE TELEPHONE 
DEVICE AND ALLOCATION MEANS FOR 

DISPLAY PROCESS THEREOF 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

(1) Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to portable telephone devices, 

and in particular to portable telephone devices which have a 
function for displaying e-mail and the like. 

(2) Description of the Related Art 
Recently portable, telephone devices are becoming 

increasingly multifunctional, with their displays being used 
for displaying information about callers and incoming-calls, 
length of calls, the date, the time, e-mail (electronic mail), 
telephone directories, Internet web pages, games, photo 
graphic images, and so on. 

However, since conventional portable telephone has only 
one display, when a user uses a plurality of the portable 
telephone's functions, the user run each of the programs 
corresponding to the functions through a menu screen. For 
example, to extract names, addresses, e-mail addresses and 
the like about senders of e-mail (electronic mail) displayed by 
the portable telephone device when creating a telephone 
directory of the senders, the user must repeatedly run pro 
grams for executing the e-mail display function and the tele 
phone directory display function alternately. This causes a 
problem that it takes much time to run the programs and that 
Switching between the functions is complicated. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In view of the stated problem, the object of the present 
invention is to provide a portable telephone device that is 
capable of executing two display processes in parallel. 

Here, "display process' denotes a process for outputting 
display data generated according to execution of programs for 
calls, receiving incoming-calls, and stand-by display, and 
menu programs for e-mail creation, e-mail display, the tele 
phone directory, games, and so on. “Display data” denotes 
images (including moving images), character data, and the 
like. 

In order to realize this objective, the present invention is 
(A) a portable telephone device including: two displays of 
Substantially a same size; and an allocation unit for allocating 
a different display process to each of the displays, wherein 
each display process is a process for outputting different 
display data including at least one of image data and character 
data. (B) Furthermore, in (A) the displays may be positioned 
so that display content on each of the displays is visible in one 
field of vision. 

According to the Stated construction the user can use two 
displays, therefore different display processes can be 
executed in parallel. 

(C) Here, in (B) the allocation unit may include: a storage 
unit for storing a table showing a correspondence between 
each of the displays and the display process being allocated 
thereto; a specification unit for specifying a display process to 
be allocated to one of the displays; a selection unit for select 
ing, according to the correspondence shown in the table, one 
of the displays to allocate the specified display process to; and 
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2 
an updating unit for updating the table so as to show the 
correspondence between the selected display and the speci 
fied display process, wherein the allocation unit allocates the 
specified display process to the selected display. 

According to the stated construction, the display to which 
a display process is newly allocated is selected in response to 
the correspondence between the displays and the display 
processes allocated thereto, therefore the user can use the 
displays effectively. 

(D) Here, in (C) the specification unit may include: a detec 
tion unit for detecting a call signal, wherein the specification 
unit, on detecting the call signal, specifies a display process 
which outputs display data forming an image showing to a 
communication state and which is to be newly allocated to 
one of the displays; and the selection unit may include: a 
judgement unit for judging, based on the table, whethera state 
of either of the displays is one of (a) having no display process 
allocated thereto, and (b) having a display process outputting 
the display data forming an image of stand-by display allo 
cated thereto, wherein the selection unit, when the judgement 
unitjudges the State of one of the displays to be one of (a) and 
(b), selects the display as a display to which the specified 
display process is to be newly allocated. (E) Furthermore, in 
(D) the communication state may be one of an incoming-call 
being received, electronic mail having been received, and a 
call in progress. 

According to the stated construction, even if a call is 
received while a display process is being executed on one of 
the displays, a display process for outputting image data 
showing the “communication state', for example “receiving 
call”, is displayed on a display which is either unallocated or 
to which the stand-by display process outputting the image 
data showing that the portable telephone is on stand-by is 
allocated. Therefore the user can continue the on-going dis 
play process Such as displaying an input mail message while 
answering the call. 

(F) Here, in (D) the selection unit may further include: a 
saving unit for saving, when the State of the displays is not one 
of (a) and (b), data being displayed on one of the displays, 
wherein the selection unit selects the display whose data has 
been saved as a display to which the specified display process 
is to be newly allocated. (G) Furthermore, in (F) the commu 
nication state may be one of an incoming-call being received, 
electronic mail having been received, and a call in progress. 

According to the stated construction, even if display pro 
cesses are being executed on both the displays when a call is 
received, one of the display processes allocated to one of the 
displays is interrupted and the display data displayed on the 
displays is saved and the display process outputting the dis 
play data showing the communication state “receiving callis 
allocated to the interrupted display, therefore the user can 
answer the call without losing the data that was being dis 
played on the interrupted Screen. 

(H) Here, in (F) the selection unit may further include: a 
restoration unit for restoring, on completion of the specified 
display process, the saved data on the display on which the 
specified display process has ended. (I) Furthermore, in (H) 
the communication state may be one of an incoming-call 
being received, electronic mail having been received, and a 
call in progress. 

According to the stated construction, the saved display data 
is restored, therefore the user, immediately after finishing the 
call, can start the display process that was being executed. 

(J) Here, in (C) the specification unit may include: an 
instruction receiving unit for receiving an operation instruc 
tion from a user, the specification unit specifying, a display 
process to be newly allocated to a display from a plurality of 
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display processes, according to the operation instruction; and 
the selection unit may include: a judgement unit for judging, 
based on the table, whether a state of either of the displays is 
one of (a) having no display process allocated thereto, and (b) 
having a display process outputting the display data forming 
an image of stand-by display allocated thereto, wherein the 
selection unit, when the judgement unitjudges the state of one 
of the displays to be one of (a) and (b), selects the display as 
a display to which the specified display process is to be newly 
allocated. (K) Furthermore, in (J) the plurality of display 
processes may include a display process which outputs the 
display data forming an image relating to at least one of 
electronic mail, a game, telephone directory creation, and a 
photograph. 

According to the stated construction, the user can select a 
desired display process, and the selected display process can 
be executed on the display. 

(L) Here, in (B) the allocation unit may allocate a display 
process which outputs the display data forming an image 
showing a communication state to one of the displays, and 
may allocate another display process to the other display. (M) 
Furthermore, in (C) the allocation unit may allocate, as the 
other display process, a display process which outputs the 
display data forming an image relating one of electronic mail, 
a game, and telephone directory creation. 

According to the stated construction, the user can execute 
another display process such as e-mail creation, games, and 
so on, while on a call. Furthermore, the user can transmit the 
e-mail created during the call immediately after the callends. 

(N) Here, in (B) the allocation unit may include: a selection 
instruction reception unit for receiving from the user a selec 
tion instruction for selecting, from the displays having a dif 
ferent display process allocated thereto, a display to respond 
to user display instructions; and a display selection unit for 
selecting, according to the selection instruction, a display to 
respond to user display instructions. (O) Furthermore, in (C) 
the allocation unit may include: a selection instruction recep 
tion unit for receiving from the user a selection instruction for 
selecting, from the displays having a different display process 
allocated thereto, a display to respond to user display instruc 
tions; and a display selection unit for selecting, according to 
the selection instruction, a display to respond to user display 
instructions. (P) In (O) the specification unit may include: an 
instruction receiving unit for receiving an operation instruc 
tion from a user, the specification unit specifying, a display 
process to be newly allocated to a display from a plurality of 
display processes, according to the operation instruction; and 
the selection unit may include: a judgement unit for judging, 
based on the table, whether a state of either of the displays is 
one of (a) having no display process allocated thereto, and (b) 
having a display process outputting the display data forming 
an image of stand-by display allocated thereto, wherein the 
selection unit, when the judgement unitjudges the state of one 
of the displays to be one of (a) and (b), selects the display as 
a display to which the specified display process is to be newly 
allocated. (Q) In (P) the plurality of display processes may 
include a display process which outputs the display data 
forming an image relating to at least one of electronic mail, a 
game, telephone directory creation, and a photograph. 

According to the stated construction, the user can select the 
display for inputting as necessary, therefore two display pro 
cesses can be executed in parallel and effectively using the 
two displays. 

(R) In (N), the selection instruction reception unit may 
include at least one selection key for receiving the selection 
instruction, and receives the selection instruction by the 
selection key being continuously operated for a set amount of 
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4 
time. (S) Furthermore, in (O) the selection instruction recep 
tion unit may include at least one selection key for receiving 
the selection instruction, and receives the selection instruc 
tion by the selection key being continuously operated for a set 
amount of time. (T) Furthermore, in (P) the selection instruc 
tion reception unit may include at least one selection key for 
receiving the selection instruction, and receives the selection 
instruction by the selection key being continuously operated 
for a set amount of time. 

According to the stated construction, the user can Switch 
with a simple operation between the selection of the display 
for inputting. Furthermore, when there are a plurality of 
selection keys, the selection key can be specified even more 
quickly. 

(U) Here, in (R) the allocation unit may further include: a 
position storing unit which stores cursor position informa 
tion, the cursor position information showing a position of a 
cursor on a display screen of the selected display; a position 
updating unit for updating, each time the cursor is moved 
according to a user display instruction, the cursor position 
information into cursor position information which shows a 
position to which the cursor has been moved, and the display 
selection unit further has the cursor displayed, according to 
the selection instruction, in the position shown in the position 
information stored in the position storing unit. (V) Further 
more, in (S) the allocation unit may further include: a position 
storing unit which stores cursor position information, the 
cursor position information showing a position of a cursor on 
a display Screen of the selected display; a position updating 
unit for updating, each time the cursor is moved according to 
a user display instruction, the cursor position information into 
cursor position information which shows a position to which 
the cursor has been moved, and the display selection unit 
further has the cursor displayed, according to the selection 
instruction, in the position shown in the position information 
stored in the position storing unit. (W) Furthermore, in (T)the 
allocation unit may further includes: a position storing unit 
which stores cursor position information, the cursor position 
information showing a position of a cursor on a display Screen 
of the selected display; a position updating unit for updating, 
each time the cursor is moved according to a user display 
instruction, the cursor position information into cursor posi 
tion information which shows a position to which the cursor 
has been moved, and the display selection unit further has the 
cursor displayed, according to the selection instruction, in the 
position shown in the position information stored in the posi 
tion storing unit. 

According to the stated construction, when the selection of 
the display for input is switched, the position of the cursor 
before the Switch is stored, and when the selection of the 
display is Switched again the cursor is displayed in the posi 
tion that it was displayed in before the switch, therefore the 
user can be saved the effort of moving the cursor to the desired 
position each time the selection of the display for input is 
switched. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other objects, advantages and features of the 
invention will become apparent from the following descrip 
tion thereof taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings which illustrate a specific embodiment of the inven 
tion. In the drawings: 

FIG. 1 shows the structure of the main components of a 
portable telephone device 1 of the present embodiment; 

FIG. 2 shows outer views of the telephone device 1; 
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FIG.3 is a flowchart showing the operation by the CPU 106 
for allocating a display process to a display when the CPU 
106 detects a call signal; 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing the operation by the CPU 106 
for allocating a display process to a display when the CPU 
106 detects a signal other than a call signal; 

FIG. 5 shows the operation by the CPU 106 for allocating 
the display process to a display in response to a menu selec 
tion operation; 

FIG. 6 shows display examples of the display 104 and the 
display 105; 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing the operation for switching 
the display to receive user input operations, after a display 
process is allocated; 

FIG. 8 shows display examples of the display 104 and the 
display 105 in the flowchart in FIG. 7. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The following describes an embodiment of the present 
invention in detail with reference to the drawings. 

FIG. 1 shows the structure of the main components of a 
portable telephone device 1 of the present embodiment. The 
portable telephone device 1 is composed of an antenna 100, a 
radio unit 101, an operation unit 102, a memory 103, display 
104, a display 105, and a CPU (central processing unit) 106. 
The radio unit 101 receives radio signals via the antenna 

100, demodulates the received signals to data, and outputs the 
data to the CPU 105. 

FIG. 2 shows outer views of the portable telephone device 
1. In FIG. 2, (a) shows a front view of the portable telephone 
device in a folded state, (b) shows a front view of the portable 
telephone device in an unfolded state, (c) shows a side view of 
the portable telephone device 1 in the same State as (a), and (d) 
shows a side view of the portable telephone device 1 in the 
same state as (b). 
The operation unit 102, as shown in FIG. 2, includes a call 

start key 102a, a call end key 102b, a selection key 102c, a 
character input key unit 102d, and a cursor moving key 102e. 
The call start key 102a is for inputting a call signal that 

notifies the start of a call to the CPU 106. 
The call end key 102b is for inputting a call end signal that 

notifies the end of a call to the CPU 106. 
The selection key 102c is a key for inputting a command for 

instructing the CPU 106 to read a menu program from the 
memory 103. While the mail creation program is executed, 
the selection key 102c also has the function of inputting a 
transmission command to the CPU 106 for transmitting cre 
ated mail. 
The character input key unit 102d is for inputting charac 

ters and numbers, and includes numeric keys 0 to 9. A corre 
sponding character list is allocated to each numeric key. 
The cursor moving key 102e is for instructing movements 

of the cursor to the CPU 106, and is also a display selection 
key. 

Here, the display selection key receives, by being pressed 
for a set time, selection instructions to select the display to 
respond to display instructions from the user for character and 
number input and so on (hereinafter “user display instruc 
tions'), and notifying the CPU 106 of the instructions. 

The memory 103 stores programs for calls, incoming 
communication, and stand-by display, menu programs for 
e-mail creation, e-mail display, the telephone directory, 
games and the like, a correspondence table showing the cor 
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6 
respondence between each display and the display process 
allocated thereto, and position information about the cursor, 
and so on. 

Here, "display process' denotes a process for outputting 
display data generated according to execution of one of the 
above-described programs. "Display data” denotes images 
(including moving images), character data, and the like. 

Here, the correspondence in the aforementioned corre 
spondence table in an initialization state when the portable 
telephone device is turned on shows that one display is dis 
playing an image showing that the portable terminal is on 
stand-by (a stand-by screen), while the other is unallocated. 
The correspondence table is updated each time the CPU 106 
newly allocates a display process to one of displays to show 
the correspondence therebetween. Alternatively, both dis 
plays may be unallocated in the initial state. 

Furthermore, unassigned denotes that a display process is 
not assigned to the display, for example, the display is blank. 
The display 104 and the display 105, as shown in FIG. 2, 

are the same size, and are provided next to each other so that 
they can be visually recognized in the same field of vision 
when the user's line of vision is fixed. The displays 104 and 
105 display display data which is outputted by the display 
processes that the CPU 106 allocates to each of the displays 
respectively. 
The CPU 106 gives display instructions to the displays 104 

and 105, allocates display processes to the displays 104 and 
105, and performs selection processes for the display to 
receive user display operations. 

First, display instructions are described. The CPU 106, in 
response to a user display instruction, instructs display of the 
display content instructed by the user on the display that the 
user selected by pressing the display selection key. 

Specifically, the CPU 106 reads from the memory 103 a 
character list which corresponds to the key input, selects the 
character which corresponds to the number of times that the 
numeric key was pressed from the character list, and has the 
selected character displayed on the display which has been 
selected by the user pressing the display selection key. 

Next, the allocation of the display process to the displays is 
described. The CPU 106, in response to a signal of a tele 
phone call (hereinafter “call signal denotes either an incom 
ing or an outgoing call signal, unless otherwise specified) or 
in response to an operation instruction from the user, allocates 
the corresponding display processes to the display 104 and 
the display 105. 

Specifically, the CPU 106 performs the following process. 
On detecting a call signal, the CPU 106 reads the corre 

sponding table from the memory 103, and, by referring to the 
correspondence shown in the correspondence table, judges 
whether the display state of either the display 104 or the 
display 105 is either that of being unallocated or having a 
stand-by display process is allocated. Then, based on the 
result of the judgement, the CPU 106 allocates the call display 
process to one of the displays, and updates the correspon 
dence table stored in the memory 103 so that the call display 
process and the allocated display are corresponded therein. 

Furthermore, on detecting an operation instruction from 
the user to read a menu program, the CPU 106 reads the 
correspondence table from the memory 103, and by referring 
to the correspondence shown in the correspondence table, 
judges whether there is a display which is unallocated or to 
which the stand-by display process is allocated. When the 
judgement is affirmative, the CPU 106 allocates the display 
process of the menu program whose reading was instructed 
according to the operation instruction to that display, and 
updates the correspondence table stored in the memory 103 
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so that the allocated display and the display process of the 
menu program are in correspondence. When the judgement is 
negative, the CPU 106 stops the menu program. 

Next, the selection process for selecting the display which 
responds to user display instructions is described. The CPU 
106, in response to the cursor key 102e being continuously 
pressed down, selects a display to receive user display 
instructions. 

Specifically, on detecting that the cursor key 102e has been 
pressed down for a set amount of time, the CPU 106 selects a 
display to respond to user display instructions, reads the 
cursor position information from the memory 103, and moves 
the cursor to the position shown in the read position informa 
tion. 

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing the operation performed by 
the CPU 106 for allocating a display process to a display, 
when the CPU 106 detects a call signal. On detecting a call 
signal being output from the radio unit 101 (S1001:Y), the 
CPU 106 retrieves the correspondence table from the memory 
103, and by referring to the correspondence shown in the 
correspondence table, judges whether there is a display which 
is displaying the stand-by display (S1002). If the judgement is 
affirmative (S1002:Y), the CPU 106 reads out the call pro 
gram, and allocates the display process executed based on the 
call program to the display (S1003). Then the CPU 106 
updates the correspondence table so that the allocated display 
process and the call display process are in correspondence. 
When there is no display that is displaying the stand-by 

display (S1102:N), the CPU 106, by referring to the corre 
spondence which is shown in the correspondence table, 
judges whether there is an unallocated display (S1004). If the 
judgement is affirmative (S1004:Y), the CPU 106 reads out 
the call program, allocates to the display the display process 
executed based on the call program (S1005), and updates the 
correspondence table so that the allocated display process and 
the call display process are in correspondence. 
When there is no unallocated display (S1004:N), the CPU 

106 interrupts the display process of one of the displays, and 
after saving the display data (S1006), reads out the call pro 
gram, allocates the display process executed based on the call 
program to the display (S1007), and updates the correspon 
dence table so that the allocated display and the call display 
process are in correspondence. 

In the above, “one of the displays' denotes a display 
selected according to an operation of the display selection 
key. 
On detecting a call end signal (S1008:Y), the CPU 106 

judges whether there is any saved display data (S1009), and 
when the judgement is affirmative (S1009:Y), the CPU 1006 
restores the saved data on the display (S1010), and updates 
the correspondence table so that the display and the restored 
display process are corresponded. 
When there is no saved data (S1009:N), the CPU 106 reads 

out the stand-by display program (S1011), has the stand-by 
screen displayed, and updates the correspondence table so 
that the display which is displaying the stand-by display and 
the stand-by display process are in correspondence. 

Here, although not shown in the flowchart in FIG. 3, when 
an incoming-call display process is allocated to one of the 
displays and a call signal for answering an incoming-call is 
detected, the CPU 106 allocates the call display process to the 
same display to which the incoming-call display process is 
allocated, and updates the correspondence table stored in the 
memory 103 so that the allocated display and the call display 
process are in correspondence. 

FIG. 6 shows display examples of the display 104 and the 
display 105 in the aforementioned case. In the display 
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8 
examples in FIG. 6, the display 104 is displaying the stand-by 
display, and the display 105 is displaying the main body of an 
e-mail (FIG. 6, S21). Therefore, the CPU 106, on detecting an 
incoming-call signal, reads out the incoming-call program, 
and allocates the incoming-call display process to the display 
104 (FIG. 6 S22, FIGS. 3 S1002, S1003). 
On detecting that the call key 102a has been pressed, the 

CPU 106 reads out the call program, and allocates the call 
display process to the display 104 which is displaying the 
incoming-call display (FIG. 6. S23). 
On detecting character input from the character input key 

unit 102d, the CPU 106 has the input character displayed on 
the display 105 (FIG. 6, S24). On detecting that the call end 
key 102b has been pressed (FIG. 3, S1007:Y), the CPU 106 
reads out the stand-by program (FIG. 3, S1010), and has the 
stand-by display displayed on the display 104 (FIG. 6. S25). 
On detecting that the selection key 102c has been pressed, the 
CPU 106 transmits the created e-mail (FIG. 6, S26). 

In this way, in the present embodiment when an incoming 
call is received while e-mail is being created, the two displays 
display different contents. Therefore, the user can continu 
ously perform mail creation operations while on a call, and 
transmit the created mail soon after the call has finished, as 
shown in FIG. 6. S26. Note that in the present embodiment, 
characters for mail creation are input while the user is on a call 
by using a hands free set or a hand set earphone for the call. 

Next, operations by the CPU 106 for allocating display 
processes to the displays in cases other than calls are 
described. FIG. 4 shows the operations by the CPU 106 for 
allocating display processes to the displays in Such cases. 
When the number of read menu programs is 0, the CPU 106 

controls one of the displays to be in an unallocated State 
(S2002), and has the other display display the stand-by dis 
play (S2004). When the number of read programs is 1, the 
CPU 106 allocates the display process based on the read 
program to one display (S2003), and has the other display 
display the stand-by display or controls the other display to be 
in an unallocated state (S2004). When the number of read 
menu programs is 2, the CPU 106 allocates the display pro 
cesses based on the read menu programs to the display 104 
and the display 105 (S2005, S2006). 
The following describes operations by the CPU 106 for, in 

response to a menu selection operation by the user, reading 
out the corresponding menu program from the menu pro 
grams stored in the memory 103, and allocating the read 
menu program to the display 104 and the display 105. 

FIG. 5 shows operations by the CPU 106 for allocating 
display processes to the displays in response to the aforemen 
tioned menu selection operation. On receiving an operation 
instruction to read a menu program from the memory 103. 
according to the user pressing the menu selection key 102c 
(S3001:Y), the CPU 106 selects one menu program to read 
from the memory 103 in response to the operation instruction 
(S3002, or S3003, or S3004, S3005, or S3006). The CPU 106 
reads the correspondence table from the memory 103, and on 
judging, by referring to the correspondence shown in the 
correspondence table, that the display 104 is unallocated or 
displaying the stand-by display (hereinafter “allocable') 
(S3007:Y), the CPU 106 allocates the display process based 
on the menu program to the display 104 (S3008), and updates 
the correspondence table so that the allocated display and the 
display process based on the menu program are in correspon 
dence. 
The CPU 106 reads the correspondence table from the 

memory 103, and when the CPU 106 judges, by referring to 
the correspondence shown in the correspondence table, that 
the display 104 is not allocable (S3007:N), it judges whether 
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the display 105 is allocable (S3009). When the CPU 106 
judges that the display 105 is allocable (S3009:Y), it reads out 
the menu program, performs an allocation process to allocate 
the menu program to the display 105 (S3010), and updates the 
correspondence table so that the allocated display and the 
display process based on the menu program are in correspon 
dence therein. 
When the CPU 106 judges that the display 105 is not 

allocable (S3008:N), it cancels reading of the menu program. 
The following describes operations by the CPU 106 for 

Switching display selection according to user instruction after 
a display process has been allocated to each of the display 104 
and the display 105. FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing the afore 
mentioned operations. 

Here, for explanations sake, it will be supposed that the 
display 104 has been selected as the display to respond to user 
instructions, and that display processes which involve cursor 
display have been allocated to the two displays. 
On detecting that the cursor moving key 102e is being 

pressed (S4001:Y), the CPU 106 starts measuring the length 
of time for which the cursor is pressed (S4002), and moves the 
cursor of the display 104 (S4003). When the cursor moving 
key 102e key is not lifted (S4004:N) and continues to be 
pressed down for a set amount of time (S4005), the CPU 106 
stores position information which shows the current position 
of the cursor on the screen (hereinafter “position information 
A’) in correspondence with the display 104 in the memory 
103 (S4006). Furthermore, the CPU 106 selects the display 
105 as the display to respond to user display instructions 
(S4007), reads position information showing the most recent 
position of the cursor on the display 105 (hereinafter “posi 
tion information B) which was stored in the memory 103 in 
the same manner as at step S400 (S4008), and has the cursor 
displayed in the position shown by the read position informa 
tion B (S4009). By repeating the aforementioned operations, 
the cursor can be displayed in the most recent position based 
on the position information A or B, even if display selection is 
performed repeatedly. 

Here, the position information B is set to a default value 
when the display process which accompanies cursor display 
on the display 105 is read out, and is updated each time a user 
display instruction is received. When the allocated display 
process ends, the cursor information B is initialized to the 
default value. Furthermore, when a display process in which 
cursor display is not involved is allocated, the operations in 
FIG. 7 steps S4003, S4006, S4008, and S4009 are skipped. 

FIG. 8 shows display examples of the display 104 and the 
display 105 in the flowchart in FIG. 7. In the display in FIG. 
8 the display process based on the mail creation program is 
allocated to the display 104, the display process based on 
telephone directory program is allocated to the display 105, 
and the display 104 is selected as the display to respond to 
user display instructions (FIG. 8, S31). 
When the cursor moving key 102e is pressed down con 

tinuously for the predetermined time (S4005), the CPU 106 
records in the memory 103 position information A (hereinaf 
ter called “information A) showing the current position of 
the cursor on the display Screen in correspondence with the 
display 104 which is displaying the screen (S4006). (Here, 
the position information A is position information regarding 
the cursor displayed on the display 104 shown in FIG.8. S31.) 
Next, the display 105 is selected as the display to respond to 
user display information (S4007), and the CPU 106 reads 
position information B (hereinafter called “information B) 
recorded in the memory 103 according to the same step as that 
of S4001. Information B shows the most recent position of the 
cursor on the display 105 before being selected (S4008). The 
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10 
CPU 106 has the cursor displayed in the position shown in the 
read position information B (the cursor position shown in 
FIG. 8, S32) (S4009). On receiving a user display instruction 
for “SANYO Taro' which the cursor is on, the CPU 106 has 
the display screen S33 in FIG. 8 displayed. 
When the cursor moving key 102e is further continuously 

pressed down for the set time (S4005), the CPU 106 stores in 
the memory 103 position information showing the current 
position of the cursor on the screen in correspondence with 
the display 105 which is displaying the screen. (Here, the 
cursor position is the position shown in FIG. 8, S33). Further 
more, the CPU 106 selects the display 104 as the display to 
respond to user display instructions (S4007), reads, according 
to a process the same as that at step S4006, position informa 
tion showing the most recent position (the cursor position 
shown in FIG. 8, S31) of the cursor on the display 104 
(S4008), and displays the cursor in the position shown in the 
read position information (S4009, FIG. 8, S34). 
On receiving a user display instruction, the CPU 106 has 

the instructed display content displayed, as shown in FIG. 8, 
S35. 
An embodiment of the present invention is described here, 

but the present invention is of course not limited to this 
embodiment. 

For example, although in the present embodiment the two 
displays are the same size, is not necessary for them to be so. 
It is sufficient to have two displays which are recognizable to 
the naked eye as being Substantially the same size. Further 
more, the two displays need not be the same shape. For 
example, one display may be square and the other oval. 

Furthermore, the operations performed while a call is in 
progress are not limited to creation of e-mail. For example, 
the operations may be a game or creation of the telephone 
directory. A game or a telephone directory program is 
selected in the menu at S3001 in FIG.5, the CPU 106 executes 
the selected display process on one display, leaves one display 
unallocated, and executes the call display process on the 
unallocated display, as shown in FIG. 3. This makes it pos 
sible for the user to play a game or create a telephone direc 
tory during a call. Furthermore, by providing a camera in the 
position shown by 120 in FIG. 2, it is also possible to take 
photos during a call. Furthermore, by storing the images of 
the photos in the memory 103 and adding an image display 
program to the menu in FIG. 5, it is possible to look at photos 
during a call by performing the same kind of operations as 
with the aforementioned game and telephone directory. 

Furthermore, in the flowchart in FIG. 3, when a call is 
detected, the CPU 106 reads out the call program and allo 
cates the display process of the read program, but in addition 
to the aforementioned case, similarly when an incoming-mail 
signal is detected the display process based on the mail dis 
play program may be allocated forcedly to one of the dis 
playS. 

According to this when a new e-mail is received, the user 
can see the content of the mail straight away, therefore the 
user can act promptly when an urgent e-mail is received. 

Furthermore, in the present embodiment the two-screen 
display can be used in cases other than calls. For example, 
when both displays are unallocated, the mail display program 
(FIG. 5, S3003) is first selected with the menu selection 
operation in FIG. 5, S3001, and e-mail display process is 
allocated to the display 104. Next, the telephone directory is 
selected with the menu selection operation, and the telephone 
directory creation display process is allocated to the display 
105. According to this operation, the content of the received 
mail can be displayed on the display 104 and the telephone 
directory displayed on the display 105. As a result, the user 
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can refer to the name, address, and e-mail address being 
displayed on the display 104 while registering them in the 
telephone directory. 

Note that although in the present embodiment the cursor 
moving key 102e in the operation unit 102 is assigned as the 
display selection key, any other key in the operation unit may 
be assigned as the display selection key. Furthermore, it is 
possible to have not only one but a plurality of display selec 
tion keys. For example, in addition to the cursor movement 
key 102e, the selection key 102c may be assigned as a display 
selection key, and all or some of the keys of the character input 
key unit 102d may be assigned as display selection keys. 

Furthermore, the portable telephone device may have a 
construction in which the user may switch as necessary 
between displaying on the first display and displaying on the 
second display, by providing a screen Switching key in the 
operation unit 102. 

Furthermore, the portable telephone device may have a 
construction in which the display is Switched automatically 
between the first display and the second display according to 
the display processes. For example, the second display may 
be switched to automatically in the case of the display process 
of the mail creation program, and the first display is the case 
of the display process for a game program. 

Furthermore, in the present embodiment the portable tele 
phone device may be constructed to have a key that is used 
solely as a display key, such as that shown by 102d in FIG. 2, 
so that the user can select to which display a display process 
that has been read through a menu selection operation is 
allocated. 

Furthermore, the operation keys included in the operation 
unit 102 may be push-button keys, rotating keys, or touch 
panel keys. 

Furthermore, although in the present embodiment there are 
two displays which display display processes the display 104 
and the display 105, the number of displays is not limited to 
two, and there may be three or more. 

Although the present invention has been fully described by 
way of examples with reference to the accompanying draw 
ings, it is to be noted that various changes and modifications 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Therefore, unless 
Such changes and modifications depart from the scope of the 
present invention, they should be construed as being included 
therein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A portable telephone device comprising: 
two displays of Substantially a same size, positioned so 

that display content on each of the displays is visible in 
one field of vision; and 

allocation means unit for allocating a different display 
process to each of the displays, each display process 
being a process for outputting different display data 
including at least one of image data and character data, 

wherein the allocation means unit includes: 
a storage unit for storing a table showing a correspon 

dence between each of the displays and the display 
process being allocated thereto; 

a specification unit for specifying a display process to be 
allocated to one of the displays; 

a selection unit for selecting, according to the stored 
correspondence shown in the table, one of the dis 
plays to allocate the specified display process to: 
and 

an updating unit for updating the table so as to show the 
stored correspondence between the selected display 
and the specified display process; 
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12 
the specification unit includes a detection unit for detect 
ing an arrival signal, wherein: 
a detection unit for detecting a call signal. 
wherein the specification unit, on detecting the call 
signal, specifies a display process which outputs dis 
play data forming an image showing to a communi 
cation state and which is to be newly allocated to one 
of the displays; and 

the selection unit includes: 
a judgement judgment unit for on detecting the arrival 

signal, judging, based on the tablestored correspon 
dence, whether a state of either of the displays is one 
of (a) having no display process allocated thereto, and 
(b) having a display process outputting the display 
data forming an image of stand-by display allocated 
thereto, wherein 

the specification unit specifies a display process which 
outputs display data forming an image showing a 
communication state and which is to be newly allo 
cated to one of the displays, and 

the selection unit, when the judgement judgment unit 
judges the state of one of the displays to be one of (a) 
and (b), selects the display as a display to which the 
specified display process is to be newly allocated, and 

the allocation means unit allocates the specified dis 
play process to the selected display. 

2. The portable telephone device of claim 1 wherein the 
selection unit further includes: 

a saving unit for saving, when the state of the displays is not 
one of (a) and (b), data being displayed on one of the 
displays, 

wherein the selection unit selects the display whose data 
has been saved as a display to which the specified dis 
play process is to be newly allocated, and 

the allocation unit allocates the specified display process 
to the selected display and restores the saved data on the 
selected display, when the specified display process has 
ended. 

3. The portable telephone device of claim 2 wherein the 
selection unit further includes: 

a restoration unit for restoring, on completion of the speci 
fied display process, the saved data on the display on 
which the specified display process has ended. 

4. The portable telephone device of claim 32 wherein the 
communication state is one of an incoming-call being 
received, electronic mail having been received, and a call in 
progress. 

5. The portable telephone device of claim 1 wherein the 
communication state is one of an incoming-call being 
received, electronic mail having been received, and a call in 
progress. 

6. The portable telephone device of claim 2 wherein the 
communication state is one of an incoming-call being 
received, electronic mail having been received, and a call in 
progress. 

7. The portable telephone device of claim I wherein the two 
displays have substantially the same size. 

8. The portable telephone device of claim I wherein the two 
displays are positioned so that display content on each of the 
displays are visible in One field of vision of a user: 

9. The portable telephone device of claim I wherein the 
plurality of display processes include a display process which 
outputs the display data forming an image relating to at least 
One of electronic mail, a game, telephone directory creation, 
and a photograph. 

10. The portable telephone device of claim I wherein the 
plurality of display processes include a display process which 
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outputs the display data forming an image relating One of 
electronic mail, a game, and telephone directory creation. 

II. The portable telephone device of claim I wherein the 
allocation unit includes: 

a selection instruction reception unit for receiving from the 
user a selection instruction for selecting, from the dis 
plays having a different display process allocated 
thereto, a display to respond to user display instruc 
tions, and 

a display selection unit for selecting, according to the 
selection instruction, a display to respond to user dis 
play instructions. 

12. The portable telephone of claim II wherein the selec 
tion instruction reception unit includes at least One selection 
key for receiving the selection instruction, and receives the 
selection instruction by the selection key being continuously 
operated for a set amount of time. 

13. The portable telephone of claim I wherein the alloca 
tion unit further includes: 

a position storing unit which stores cursor position infor 
mation, the cursor position information showing a posi 
tion of a cursor on a display screen of the selected 
display, 

a position updating unit for updating, each time the cursor 
is moved according to a user display instruction, the 
cursor position information into cursor position infor 
mation which shows a position to which the cursor has 
been moved and 

a display selection unit for displaying the cursor in the 
position shown in the position information stored in the 
position storing unit. 

14. The portable telephone of claim I filrther including a 
screen switching key for enabling a user to Switch between the 
plurality of displays. 

15. The portable telephone of claim I further including an 
automatic switching unit for Switching a display based on the 
display process enabled by a call signal. 

16. A method of operating a portable telephone call receiv 
ing device having a plurality of displays, each driven by One 
of a plurality of display processes, comprising the steps of 

providing a plurality of display processes, each display 
process outputting display data including at least one of 
image data and character data on One of the plurality of 
displays, 

allocating a display process to control One of the plurality 
of displays, 

storing a status correspondence between an allocated dis 
play and the display process controlling the allocated 
display to provide one of image data and character data, 

detecting a transmission of a call signal to the portable 
telephone call receiving device, and 

On detecting the call signal, selecting a display to be allo 
cated to the call signal according to the stored status 
correspondence between display processes allocated to 
each of the plurality of displays including judging, based 
On the stored correspondence, whether a state of (a) at 
least one of the plurality of displays have no display 
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process allocated thereto, and (b) a display process is 
allocated to each of the plurality of displays, 

wherein the respective status of the plurality of displays are 
judged to be one of (a) and (b) and One of the plurality of 
displays is assigned a display process for enabling the 
transmission call signal if no display process has been 
assigned to that display and a display that is active with 
a display process is pre-empted to display an indication 
of receipt of the transmission call signal if each of the 
plurality of displays are allocated a display process. 

17. A portable telephone call receiving device comprising: 
a portable housing member, 
a plurality of displays mounted on the housing member, 
user input unit for inputting signals, 
a plurality of display processes stored in the portable hous 

ing member, 
an allocation unit for allocating a display process to con 

trol One of the plurality of displays, 
a storage unit for storing a status correspondence between 

an allocated display and the display process controlling 
the allocated display, 

a detection unit for detecting a transmission call signal 
a selection unit for, on detecting the callsignal, selecting a 

display to be allocated to the callsignal according to the 
stored status correspondence between display processes 
allocated to each of the plurality of displays including 
judging, based on the stored correspondence, whether a 
State of (a) at least one of the plurality of displays have 
no display process allocated thereto, and (b) a display 
process is allocated to each of the plurality of displays, 

wherein the respective status of the plurality of displays are 
judged to be one of (a) and (b) and One of the plurality of 
displays is assigned a display process for enabling the 
transmission call signal if no display process has been 
assigned to that display and a display that is active with 
a display process is pre-empted to display an indication 
of receipt of the transmission call signal if each of the 
plurality of displays are allocated a display process. 

18. The portable telephone call receiving device of claim 
17 wherein a pair of displays are mounted on the housing 
member in One field of vision for a user: 

19. The portable telephone call receiving device of claim 
17 wherein the plurality of display processes include a dis 
play process which outputs the display data forming an image 
relating to at least one of electronic mail, a game, telephone 
directory creation, and a photograph. 

20. The portable telephone call receiving device of claim 
17 wherein the allocation unit includes: 
a selection instruction reception unit for receiving from the 

user a selection instruction for selecting, from the dis 
plays having a different display process allocated 
thereto, a display to respond to user display instruc 
tions, and 

a display selection unit for selecting, according to the 
selection instruction, a display to respond to user dis 
play instructions. 
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